Extending the reach of the heterodigital arterialized flap by vein division and repair.
The heterodigital arterialized flap is ideal for nonsensory reconstruction of sizable soft-tissue defects in the proximal fingers, web spaces, and the hand. The inclusion of a dorsal vein augments the venous drainage of this digital island flap and avoids the problem of postoperative venous congestion, which is a common problem in digital island flaps. However, the presence of a dorsal vein pedicle inhibits flap mobility somewhat, and the reach of the flap is mainly limited to adjacent fingers. In situations that demand a transfer from a nonadjacent donor finger or when the reach from the adjacent donor finger is inadequate, the dorsal vein pedicle can be temporarily divided and then anastomosed microsurgically after flap transfer is performed. This enables the reach of the flap to be extended up to two fingers from the donor finger. The authors performed this "partially free" heterodigital arterialized flap in 11 consecutive patients between 1991 and 2001. The average size of the defects was 4.4 x 2.3 cm. All of the flaps survived completely, without any evidence of postoperative flap congestion. Healing of all of the flaps was primary and did not result in any scarring. All of the donor fingers had "normal" two-point discrimination of 3 to 5 mm. All of the donor fingers retained excellent or good total active motion, as graded by the criteria of Strickland and Glogovac.